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The Story Behind The Story
With A. True Ott PhD

Is A. True Ott “Sorcha Faal”? Not Even Close!
Filed under: Uncategorized — 41 Comments
January 20, 2011
I have recently had a dozen or so people e-mail me concerning what I believe to have been an honest
mistake — a patriot blog identified me, A. True Ott, with being “Sorcha Faal”. The author even posted
my picture. He quickly apologized to me for his error, claiming that his “information” came from
un-named sources at Alex Jones’ website. HMMM.
Just for clarification:
I devoted a full two hour show in 2009, while at RBN, on the subject of “Sorcha Faal” following a
personal two week investigation. Here is what I uncovered, if you’re interested:
1. Sorcha Faal appears to be an acronym for a multi-generational cabal of Ashkenazim Jewish women
who first formed clear back in 1290 A.D. If this is accurate and true, they have continued their
organizational structure through world wars and upheavals in Europe to the present day – and consist
of a tightly-knit group of 13 “sisters” at the very top of their “Order”. A close examination of their
website, “What Does It Mean” shows an amalgamation of witchcraft (WICCA) and “mystic” new-age
icons, which gives an awake Christian a very strong clue as to their true agenda. They are NOT
“Christian”, and likely follow instead the “old, mystery religion” of Babylon – which involves scrying
and demonic divination practices primarily.
2. The group fancies themselves literal descendants of Rachal (aka Rachel) the wife of the biblical Jacob.
The actual title of this master coven is “As of Rachal” a title consisting of 9 letters. (Mistake corrected
here – Rachel was Jacob’s wife, not daughter. OOPS!)
3. I discovered that when you take the 9 letters of “As of Rachal” and give each a numeric value, (one
through nine) – and then place these letters in the 9-lettered “Masonic Tracing Board” (which is also
referred to by Babylonian Kabbala as the “Tree of Life”) – the “tracing board” transforms “As of Rachal”
into “sorcha faal”. Thus, Sorcha Faal is the overt public name of their coven, while the actual name “As
of Rachal” remains covert and hidden from the profane “goyim”.
4. The current leader of the coven is apparently the daughter of one David Booth, and her name is
“Rachal” as well. (Rachal Booth,) David Booth appears to be linked in many ways to MOSSAD, and
reportedly maintains close ties with MOSSAD agents in Israel and Mother Russia. David Booth,
according to genealogical websites I personally accessed, traces his ancestry to one John Wilkes Booth,
agent of the House of Rothschild Bank of England and assassin of Lincoln. How little things appear to
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change!!
5. Their posts are not from one specific individual, but often is an amalgamation from all 13 members.
A close inspection of their various postings shows multiple writing styles. Thus, “Sorcha Faal” is not
one, single individual.
Support of this above information comes from a past member of the “organization” who I understand
donated a rather large amount of money to them, and actually met with the 13 “sisters of Sorcha Faal”
shortly before their meeting with the Jesuit “Black Pope” in Rome. She has allowed me to share a
snippet of just one e-mail exchange with them (emphasis mine) after she eventually realized who “As of
Rachal” was truly all about:
“Upon our return to London we agreed among ourselves that the knowledge we had gained from
Sorcha, and her Sisters, should also be shared to others.
You can feel the wind across your face when it blows. You can see also the terrifying destruction of
wind after a storm. But, you cannot ‘see’ the wind, so is the power of Sorcha and her Sisters..you can’t
see it with your eyes, but you can see its effects.
Over these past few years we have been able to obtain for the Sisters both the means and capability
that enables them to impart their ancient knowledge to our various English language speaking
countries.
From Rachal Booth’s Foundation alone have the Sisters been able to communicate with the larger
world, both through Rachal’s donation of this website, and the computer systems to Sorcha’s entire
Order around the world.
From those of us who are the intermediaries between Sorcha and her Sisters, and to the rest of the
world, we ask for your continued assistance in assuring that the messages they have for the world at
large can never be confined to their homeland in Siberia.
Neither Sorcha nor any of their Orders will ask this of you, but as ‘outsiders’ we do not operate under
their self imposed systems of constraint they have placed upon themselves.
If you believe, like we do, that Sorcha and her Sisters messages are important, please go to
http://www.whatdoesitmean.com/index684.htm and help us to keep their ‘messages’ to the English
speaking peoples of the world from disappearing.
As they travel to Rome this morning we do not believe that their efforts should go unsupported.
Will you support them?”
In short, this group “Sorcha Faal” is indeed very powerful and dark. Their information/intelligence is
indeed often very accurate, but is designed to provide misdirection in key areas – again this is all at the
direction of the MOSSAD and the CIA.
Be aware.
Respectfully submitted,
A. True Ott, PhD
Comments RSS (Really Simple Syndication) feed
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41 Comments:
Michael
January 20, 2011 at 3:50 am
I remember that show True. Now that I think about it, how many computers have you lost since you
debunked and outed Sorcha Faal? I think you’ll see a correlation.
And speaking of computers….put your own together…it’s cheaper and better, and you can get
replacement parts more readily. newegg.com is awesome for parts.
http://www.homepcbuilder.com/ has great tutorials on how to build your own….and there are
many more on the net and on youtube. Go with AMD chips and not Intel, you’ll save a bunch right
there. Make a dedicated backup harddrive so everytime they fry your comp (drive) you just put in a
new one (40-100 bucks depending on how big of a storage you need) and run the backup disk. Voila!
Back and running and on the cheap. No more buying retail computers with all the bloatware and
backdoors and inferior parts.
Reply
atrueott
January 20, 2011 at 4:18 am
Good point, Michael. Indeed, that is when I first began having trouble with links and computers.
Interesting idea about building my own. All I need is another hobby – but will check it out.
Many thanks.
True
Reply
Joe
January 20, 2011 at 3:51 am
I listen to Alex Jones everyday for the last couple of years and have not heard your name not once!
I do love your show and work more.
Thanks,
Joe
Reply
atrueott
January 20, 2011 at 4:13 am
Alex’s wife is a Khazarian Jewess. Ditto with his primary sponsors. When I first began my radio
work in 1997, my show was “black-balled” nationally as it was being “syndicated” because of an
expose wherein I documented the Jewish conference in Hamburg, Germany in 1819. The Jewish
council, at this conference, voted and established that the primary “homeland” of the European
Jew was/is the Khazar region of present-day Romania/Transylvania. They voted and abolished
all mention of “Zionism” from their “prayerbooks”. Many “zionist” Jewish families emigrated to
America soon after, and established their money trusts in New York and other cities. As the
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zionist “House of Rothschild” grew in power and wealth – the goal was to establish the nation of
“Israel” as a world-wide epicenter for this “Synagogue of Satan” — aka “Jews who say they are
Jews, but who are not” (in direct fulfillment of the Book of Revelation.)
I will wager a steak dinner that you will NEVER hear this MOST IMPORTANT TRUTH
concerning the origins of Israel ever discussed by Mr. Bullhorn Jones – and this also why you will
likely never hear MY NAME mentioned either. For more information, spend some time
reviewing: http://www.atlanteanconspiracy.com/2010/07/alex-jones-exposed.html Notice the
clip on Bill Cooper — he slams Cooper as being a “drunk” and using foul language — yet listen
the words Alex uses himself in “Part 2”.
So glad you love my show. Keep listening, and THANKS.
True
Reply
Michael
January 20, 2011 at 11:09 am
Speaking of jews and zionists….you know who would be a great guest on your show…a former
RBNer like yourself, Michael Collins Piper. I bet he can bring to light some really good information
on your show. I see a definite synergy in both his and your work.
Reply
atrueott
January 20, 2011 at 12:10 pm
Indeed he would. Any idea how to contact him, and do you know he is no longer on RBN? My
guess is that Stadtmiller had him move on, like he did me. My show is moving to mornings, 10
am to noon Mountain time.
Reply
Michael
January 21, 2011 at 2:32 am
I always thought you and Michael Collins Piper were the best shows on RBN. Same can be
said for Rick Adams, he has a great show as well. All three of you have tremendous shows. I
don’t see Rick Adams being with RBN much longer either. RBN has gone down hill….I
wonder if JS caved to jewish/zionist pressures? Who knows.
As for Michael Collins Piper, here is his podcast channel (another great way besides internet
radio to get the truth out).
http://michaelcollinspiper.podbean.com/
That is where he puts out an hour long show now sans callers since its all pre-recorded. I kind
of like this format better for him because its just MCP for the full hour. Mark Glenn has helped
him put all this on there for him (another stand-up guy as well for the truth). Under Michael’s
picture is a way to contact him through email, but you have to register to podbean first it
seems. I think it would be a tremendous show if you were to have him on as a guest in the
near future.
Michael
January 21, 2011 at 2:36 am
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I’m kind of disappointed your show is moving to an earlier time slot. I liked the time slot you
were in now. It fit perfectly with the sequence of shows I listen to throughout the day, and
gives me an hour to digest the information you present before Don Nicoloff’s show comes on.
Now I’ll have to modify my routine. No big deal….I’ve got nothing but time.
labvirus
January 21, 2011 at 7:42 am
did AJ ever correct the incorrectly credited article by you which he posted from that Pakistani site
where your paper was plagiarized in entirety and posted as being written by someone else?
Reply
atrueott
January 22, 2011 at 4:40 am
Of course not. But I don’t know if it was actually AJ or someone writing on his website.
Reply
John Macedo, Jr.
January 30, 2011 at 2:12 pm
Very interesting that my solving an anagram back in 2005 would be current again in 2011.
Keep up the good work!
Reply
atrueott
January 31, 2011 at 5:00 am
Place the nine letters “As of Rachal” into the Kabbala “tracing board” sequencing, and there you
have it. Thanks for figuring it out first. (Did you know that there is a small town on the
Utah/Nevada border named “Rachel” which is the entrance to “Area 51”???)
Reply
bert
July 11, 2012 at 6:48 pm
Not that it matters much but, I find no reference in the Bible of a daughter of Jacob being
named Rachel.
James Hynde
February 15, 2011 at 5:32 am
I just read over this page and but i found this page hxxp://cheapstores{biz} where are the cheap to
buy. Heard of finding beliveble website where to buy online
Reply
eric swan
April 27, 2011 at 3:27 am
No one mentions your time slot change so you loose audience. I plug in itunes not websites so you
disappear..
Reply
Cathy Powell
January 19, 2012 at 7:53 pm
US Gives China Eminent
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Domain Over US Property
Beyond High Treason
A. True Ott, PhD, ND
2-28-9
Let’s connect some dots today, boys and girls to learn about the HIGHEST POSSIBLE TREASON that
has happened in this country.
THIS IS AS REAL AND AS UGLY AS IT CAN GET.
Dot #1 China begins its covert war on the FREE American republic in the 1950’s by taking over much
of the PHARMACEUTICAL DRUG manufacturing for American and British Big Pharma. This is an
outgrowth of the Rothschild’s OPIUM RING PROCESSING by the British West Indies company
during the 1800’s, and is brokered by the “City of London” and Washington D.C.
Dot #2 Arch-illuminist and satanist Henry Kissinger “normalizes” trade relations with China during
the Nixon years.
Dot #3 Eventual LDS (Mormon) Church President Gordon B. Hinckley, via the church-owned
Polynesian Cultural Center in Hawaii, establishes a “hard currency” pipeline with Bejing,
exchanging bank “trade credits” for CIA/BRITISH MI6 DRUG SERVICES RENDERED into hard
GOLD AND SILVER while hiding behind the cloak of “World Religion”. This is facilitated via the
LDS-Church built and controlled “Shenzhen Special Economic Zone” adjacent to Hong Kong. When
Hinckley is made LDS President, his first “official” visit as “World Prophet” is to China, where the
Chinese Communist leaders give him a hero’s welcome and a confetti parade. (See attached paper —
“Pensees of a Puzzled Pilgrim” pp 5-6 and Desert News, June 1, 1996 article: “President Hinckley
Visits China”).
Dot #4 Arkansas natives Bill Clinton and Sam Walton massively increase contracts with China’s
factories over 2,000%. This results in a tremendous imbalance of trade with China. Thanks to the
Mormon “Special Economic Zone” — China’s communist leaders begin amassing incredible “real”
wealth in gold and silver.
Dot #5 China purchases TRILLIONS of dollars worth of U.S. Treasury Bills and Bonds, paying for it
with gold and silver provided by the Shenzhen Economic Zone exchanges. Much of the U.S.
“national debt” is purchased from the private “Federal Reserve” banks in this manner.
Dot #6 Dr. Jeff Taubenberger of the U.S. Institute of Pathology in Ft. Dedrick MD, (The world
headquarters for biologic weapons development) successfully maps the genome of the 1918 killer
“flu” virus responsible for the 1918 “pandemic” that killed millions.
The worst killer virus ever to plague mankind is now ready to be used as a covert “weapon”
disguised as a natural “influenza” mutations.
Dot #6 July, 2005: The Illuminati-conrolled United Nations announces that the world is long over-due
for an “influenza pandemic”. The H5N1 “Avian Flu” is wrongfully demonized as a COVER.
Dot #7 December 2005: The Chinese Defense Minister, Chi Haotiaon delivers a speech to the Chinese
military leaders outlining the inevitable “expansion” of China into Canada, the U.S., and Australia —
He justifies this because of Chinese racial “superiority” and thus “emminent domain”. To accomplish
this, American would first have to be “Cleansed” by means of a powerful “biological weapon” —
causing 150 -200 MILLION AMERICAN DEATHS!!! The plan would be enacted AFTER the symbolic
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OLYMPIC GAMES beginning at the sacred day of 8-08-08 are concluded. China begins buying oil
and gas futures, spiking the worldwide prices to historic levels.
Dot #8 March 13, 2008: A secret meeting is conducted for the U.S. House and Senate. Agents of the
Club of Rome give a preview of upcoming events to elected officials who first swear an oath of
secrecy. The traitors are briefed that the economy will begin its collapse in October, 2008 — and will
TOTALLY collapse in mid 2009. As events unfold in 2009-2010, Congress was told of the real
possibily of massive civil unrest and even Civil War being waged. Detention camps constructed to
imprison civil ‘agitators’. See http://www.afterdowningstreet.org/node/3…
for the complete meeting agenda.
Dot #9 In September, 2008 — as soon as the Olympics are concluded, China stops buying oil and gas
futures while dumping U.S. Treasury bills and bonds. Gasoline prices plummet, while the U.S.
mortgage loan money becomes tightly constricted. The Club of Rome’s agenda is being implemented
perfectly.
Dot #10 In October, just as explained in March, the economy indeed begins its collapse with
mortgage banks going bankrupt as the Chinese dump their U.S. Securities. This causes a world-wide
“rush to liquidity” as money supplies DRASTICALLY tighten.
Dot #11 Billions of worthless U.S. Government “bailout” debit entries are given to bolster failing U.S.
Banks. These are “worthless” because China now controls most of the U.S. “REAL” wealth in the
form of gold and silver. China refuses to continue investing credit loans to the U.S. Treasury.
Dot #12 Barack Hussein Obama is elected, promising “Change you can believe in.” After taking
office in January, Obama sends Hillary Clinton on a critical missio
Reply
anti spyware
July 29, 2012 at 5:23 am
Thank you for all of the handy info on the blog post
Reply
Joe Anbody
August 3, 2012 at 6:13 am
Sorcha Faal is really David Booth. The picture on the website “whatdoesitmean.com” portraying
Sorcha Faal is of his wife Kathy. It is simply from when she was a teenager. The name Rachal comes
from his daughter Rachal Booth, nothing more. No big conspiracy, no hidden message. It is a
character created to sell plagiarized books and other garbage “survival items”. Don’t believe me?
Check it out. All those symbols all over the site are there to distract people from realizing that every
article that he writes is garbage. They all start with “From the Kremlin today”. Really? Some guy
living in no where Tennessee is getting all this secret info from the Kremlin. No! He simply surfs the
net looking for stories, puts them all together to create one story and sells it as a Kremlin report.
Reply
Doccus
July 11, 2014 at 2:32 pm
Oh I Know It’s DAvis Booth. I believe he .. ..used to be.. a CIA asset too. WHen I check back to the
original sources though, especially the Kremlin ones, they check out. THe Russian science projects
arent always as censored as here. A good wxample is the current earthwuake rashj. The’re way
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ahead of us in EQ analuysis and prediction, and Tesla originated tech, so it is possible to garener a
lot of vital info that way.
I know to stay away from the disinfo…
Reply
Doccus
July 11, 2014 at 2:33 pm
Sorry about the typos. Am old and blind
Kina
February 25, 2013 at 12:54 pm
I’m gone to tell my little brother, that he should also pay a visit this weblog on regular basis to obtain
updated from hottest information.
Reply
www.prnewswire.com
March 31, 2013 at 10:14 pm
If you need even more convincing have a look at What Cigarettes Can Do To Your Lungs This is
Bryan Curtis.
He appeared healthy and fit when he was clinically determined to have lung cancer.
Ten weeks later on he was dead. He was 34 years old.
Reply
Trey
May 1, 2013 at 10:17 am
Howdy! This is my 1st comment here so I just wanted to
give a quick shout out and tell you I truly enjoy reading your blog posts.
Can you recommend any other blogs/websites/forums that
go over the same topics? Thanks for your time!
Reply
youtube video
June 26, 2013 at 11:56 am
Very great post. I simply stumbled upon your blog and wished to mention that I’ve really enjoyed
browsing your weblog posts. In any case I will be subscribing in your feed and I am hoping you
write again very soon!
Reply
buying youtube views
July 22, 2013 at 2:14 pm
I love it when folks get together and share ideas.
Great website, continue the good work!
Reply
internet marketing
July 27, 2013 at 5:38 am
Thanks for the auspicious writeup. It if truth
be told was a leisure account it. Look complex to more brought agreeable from you!
By the way, how can we keep in touch?
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Reply
sea horizon executive condo
August 8, 2013 at 12:38 am
Having read this I thought it was rather enlightening. I
appreciate you spending some time and energy to put this article together.
I once again find myself personally spending a significant amount of time both
reading and commenting. But so what, it was still worth it!
Reply
Sharron
September 24, 2013 at 7:14 am
Hi there, I want to subscribe for this weblog to get hottest updates, therefore where can i do
it please help out.
Reply
Www
October 5, 2013 at 12:28 am
This is the right wweb site for anybody who wluld like to understand this topic.
You understand a whole lot its almost hard too argue with yoou (not that I personally will need
to…HaHa). You deinitely put a fresh spin on a topic
that’s been written about for ages. Wonderful stuff, just excellent!
Reply
web page
October 28, 2013 at 2:05 pm
I am extremely inspired together with your writing skills and also with the layout for your blog.
Is this a paid subject matter or did you customize it your self?
Anyway keep up the nice quality writing, it’s rare to look a nice weblog like this one these
days..
Reply
SHMEGEGI
January 14, 2014 at 7:49 pm
At least a source that can be trusted for news
Reply
Ulysses
March 17, 2014 at 12:16 pm
This is my first time go to see at here
and i am genuinely pleassant to read everthing at one place.
Reply
first
fi
March 17, 2014 at 12:25 pm
Yes! Finally someone writes about google.
Reply
Doccus
July 11, 2014 at 2:38 pm
Sheesh! You need a “mark as spam” button, buddy..
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Reply
Paul Morris
November 6, 2014 at 12:50 pm
AS I understand it, only the Khazar rulers / ruling class converted to Judaism way back when, and
the people basically kept whatever belief system they were already subscribed to. Because of the
diaspora, and many waves of persecution, execution, etc, when the Romans suppressed the revolt of
135 AD, and dispersed the Jews / Hebrews thru all the then known world, it wouldn’t be too
surprising that a number of them intermarried to be more accepted or for other reasons, in the same
way as during the inquisition many “CONVERTED” to Roman Catholicism to placate their
persecutors / torturers/ would be executioners. For may tho it it was in name only.
Thus all this anti Ashkenazim stuff, gets wearing – it’s mainly a guise for antisemitism of varying
degrees wherein all people of potential Hebraic ancestry / heritage, are lumped in with the political
Zionists – who are really not a huge number but don’t realise they are deceived pawns of the power
elite / illuminati / Vatican / Freemasonry etc into helping bring about the NWO being planned for
at least 3-400 year. SF themselves don’t count their inception as being in 1290 but rather 538 AD.No
matter, I am a firm believer in the admonition of the scriptures, to test all spirits, prove everything,
and search the scriptures to build your spiritual radar for deception avoidance.
Reply
gitardood
November 6, 2014 at 12:54 pm
I encourage you, as I do for all who seek to know the truth, expose the lies, etc, to continue and may
you be led into all truth
Reply
here
December 4, 2014 at 1:53 am
fantastic points altogether, you simply received a new reader.
What may you recommend about your put up that you made some days in the past?
Any positive?
Reply
Doccus
December 4, 2014 at 9:47 am
Actually, I’m surprised that any patriot blog could ever be that dense. There is no “Sorcha Faal”.
It’s a ruse.
Reply
atrueott
December 4, 2014 at 11:59 am
Its a jewish anagram taken from the words: As of Rachal. No ruse at all – just a code
Jason smith
December 21, 2014 at 5:13 pm
Mystery babylon, ha….Kabbala and ancient knowledge is evil, ha ha. The biggest ignorance this
world had ever and will ever know is Christianity. It was designed strictly to keep people from
developing spiritually on their own and keep them afraid of looking for truth on their own. The fear
of hell can be a powerful deterrent to easily lied to people! It’s sooo funny how the new Christian
conspiracy folks seem to be sooo anti Jew, when you worship a rabbi for crying out loud!
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Reply
margarettemarks.wordpress.com
December 26, 2014 at 1:02 am
Very good article. I certainly appreciate this site.
Stick with it!
Reply

Create a free website or blog at WordPress.com.
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